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AUTOMATIC TRIGGERING OF RECEIPT DELIVERY

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATIONS

[0001] This application claims the priority of U.S. Provisional Application No.

61/921 ,064, filed December 26, 2013. The content of the above-identified

application is incorporated herein by reference in its entirety.

[0002] This application claims the priority of U.S. Patent Application No.

14/160,490, filed January 2 1, 2014. The content of the above-identified application

is incorporated herein by reference in its entirety.

BACKGROUND

[0003] Many financial transactions are conducted electronically due to the

increasing popularity and acceptance of the computer and mobile devices. Many

merchants have started to provide their customers with receipts electronically to

maintain record of the financial transactions. The existing electronic receipt

solutions, however, often require a considerable amount of activation energy before

the actual receipt gets generated and delivered to the customer. For the merchants,

such high energy efforts involve, for example, having to generate manually the

receipt every time a transaction occurs, having to identify an appropriate method to

deliver the receipt to the customer, and having to build their own infrastructure to

support electronic receipts. For the customers, the high energy efforts involve, for

example, having to re-learn and re-setup a new receipt account for every new

merchant.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0004] One or more embodiments of the disclosed technology are illustrated

by way of example and are not limited by the figures of the accompanying drawings,

in which like references indicate similar elements.

[0005] FIG. 1 is an environment in which various embodiments of a receipt

delivery technology can be implemented.

[0006] FIG. 2 is a block diagram illustrating a technique associated with the

receipt delivery technology disclosed according to some embodiments.

[0007] FIG. 3 is a block diagram illustrating a user interface associated with

the receipt delivery technology according to some embodiments.



[0008] FIG. 4 is a block diagram illustrating various embodiments of a receipt

associated with the receipt delivery technology.

[0009] FIG. 5 is a flow diagram illustrating a process of automatically

triggering a receipt delivery according to some embodiments.

[0010] FIG. 6 is a flow diagram illustrating a process of automatically

triggering a receipt delivery having fraud protection according to some embodiments.

[001 1] FIG. 7 is a flow diagram illustrating a process of automatically

triggering a receipt delivery based on a receipt delivery preference according to

some embodiments.

[0012] FIG. 8 is a block diagram illustrating a computer system within which a

set of instructions, for causing the machine to perform one or more of the techniques

discussed herein, can be executed.



DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0013] References in this description to "an embodiment", "one embodiment",

or the like, mean that the particular feature, function, structure or characteristic being

described is included in at least one embodiment of the present technology.

Occurrences of such phrases in this specification do not necessarily all refer to the

same embodiment. On the other hand, such references are not necessarily mutually

exclusive.

Overview

[0014] Introduced herein is a technology for automatically triggering delivery of

a digital receipt for a financial transaction based on a previously stored electronic

address for receiving a digital receipt (or "electronic receipt"). Using the electronic

address stored from one or more past financial transactions, a new electronic receipt

associated with a new transaction can be automatically delivered to the user,

regardless of the new transaction being with the same merchant from the one or

more past transactions.

[0015] In at least some embodiments, the disclosed technology includes a

digital receipt system that is configured to communicate with one or more payment

transaction systems to enable automatic triggering of receipt delivery. The one or

more payment transaction systems are associated with one or more merchants

conducting financial transactions with a customer (i.e., "user," "consumer", "payer,"

"purchaser," or the like). A merchant's payment transaction system can be, for

example, a payment card reader attached to a mobile device operating as a point of

sale (POS) system for the merchant's business.

[0016] The POS system can be configured to receive and store certain

transaction information from a customer in a transaction. The transaction

information can include, for example, payment information such as a payment card

number (e.g., credit card number), a payment card name (e.g., first and last name of

customer who is a cardholder of the card), or a payment account address

information (e.g., country code). The POS system can receive such transaction

information, for example, through a card reader swipe, where data, typically stored

on a magnetic stripe of the payment card, can be transferred from the card to the

POS system.



[0017] The POS system can receive additional information associated with

each transaction from a customer's submission. The additional information can

include an electronic address for a customer to receive a digital receipt (or electronic

receipt). In some instances, the additional information can include a receipt delivery

preference associated with the delivery address. For example, at a first transaction,

when the customer uses her credit card for the first time to tender payment (e.g.,

swipes credit card through a card reader), the POS system, working in coordination

with the digital receipt system, can prompt the customer whether she wants to

receive a digital receipt for the transaction (i.e., receipt delivery preference), and can

ask the customer to submit an electronic address (e.g., an email address) for such

delivery.

[0018] After the first transaction, the digital receipt system, working with the

POS system, can associate and store the credit card details with the electronic

address submitted by the customer for future uses. In such an example, the next

time the customer utilizes the same credit card (even with a new merchant with

whom she has not previously conducted any transaction), the information from the

new transaction gets correlated with the stored transaction information, the

previously stored electronic address associated with the credit card is identified, and

a new receipt is automatically sent to the electronic address.

[0019] The POS system can transmit to the digital receipt system the

transaction information and other related information for receipt delivery to the

customer. The transaction information includes information from both a past

transaction and a current transaction. The digital receipt system analyzes the

current transaction information to identify a matching payment account number (e.g.,

credit card number) with the past transaction information. From the past transaction

information having the matching account number, the digital receipt system identifies

a previously stored electronic address associated with the matching account

number. In response to identifying the delivery address, the digital receipt system

sends a digital receipt for the current transaction to the customer.

[0020] The following is an exemplary and illustrative scenario of the

technology presented herein. Consider a scenario where a user uses credit card A 1

at a first merchant. At this point, using a user interface provided at the first

merchant's POS system, the user submits a mobile telephone number for receiving a

digital receipt. The first merchant's receipt is then sent to the user's phone (e.g., as



a text message). From that transaction onward, when the user visits a second

merchant (with whom she has not previously done any transaction), the use of credit

card A 1 allows the second merchant's receipt to be automatically sent to the user's

phone.

[0021] It is noted that such "automatic" triggering (i.e., initiating e-delivery of a

receipt to an electronic address without requiring entry of the electronic address from

the user at the point of transaction) of the receipt may happen even without the

physical use of the actual credit card A 1 at the second merchant's POS terminal

(e.g., card reader swipe). For example, when the user submits the credit card

number on a web page for an internet-based transaction, or uses the credit card in a

"card-less" transaction using a digital wallet (or an "e-wallet"), or recites the numbers

of the credit card over a telephone transaction, or uses credit card A 1 in any

transaction as may be contemplated by a person of ordinary skill in the art, such

uses would still auto-trigger the receipt assuming that the user has at least once

previously used the credit card and associated that previous transaction with an

electronic address for e-delivery of receipt.

[0022] In at least some embodiments, the POS system, working in

coordination with the digital receipt system, prompts the customer for a receipt

delivery preference and associates it with the payment card. In some embodiments,

the POS system prompts for the receipt delivery preference at a first-time transaction

in which the payment card is first used. In some embodiments, the POS system

prompts for the receipt delivery preference at transactions subsequent to the first-

time transaction. The receipt delivery preference can include whether the customer

wants to receive a digital receipt, whether the customer prefers to receive the receipt

at a particular electronic address (out of many addresses previously stored), or any

combination thereof.

[0023] In some embodiments, the electronic address and the receipt delivery

preference are stored and updated with every new transaction completed using the

payment card. For example, in the scenario above, the second merchant's POS

system may simply ask if the user would like electronic delivery of her receipt for the

transaction, instead of automatically sending the receipt to the phone number

associated with the credit card A 1. Upon the user affirming the electronic delivery,

the digital receipt system described herein, working in coordination with the POS

system, causes the second merchant's receipt to be sent to the user's phone



number, without the need for collecting the user's phone number at the second

merchant's POS system.

[0024] In some embodiments, the POS system, working in coordination with

the digital receipt system, prompts for the receipt delivery preference every time a

transaction takes place. For example, at the end of a transaction, the customer is

automatically prompted whether she wishes to receive a digital receipt; once the

customer selects to receive the receipt, the digital receipt is sent automatically to the

customer at the stored electronic address, without the customer being prompted to

submit an electronic address.

[0025] In some embodiments, the POS system prompts for the receipt

delivery preference only when there exist more than one stored electronic addresses

that correspond to the customer's payment card. For example, the customer has

submitted, from past transactions, several email addresses for receiving the digital

receipt. In such example, the POS system, working in coordination with the digital

receipt system, prompts the customer to select one of the email addresses as the

preference for receipt delivery. In another example, two customers, who share the

same payment account, utilize their respective payment cards (with same account

number, but different payment card names), and submit two different electronic

addresses (e.g., an email for customer X and a phone number for customer Y) in

separate transactions X and Y. In such an example, when customer Y conducts a

new transaction, the digital receipt system analyzes transactions Y and Z information

to identify the appropriate payment card name and a corresponding electronic

address, and causes a receipt to be automatically delivered to that address.

[0026] In some embodiments, the POS system prompts for the receipt

delivery preference based on certain criteria associated with the transaction, such as

payment amount threshold or account holder names associated with the payment

card. For example, the POS system, working in coordination with the digital receipt

system, prompts for a receipt delivery preference when the transaction payment

exceeds $1000; otherwise, the receipt is automatically delivered without prompting

for the preference. In another example, the POS system prompts for a receipt

delivery preference when the transaction involves a payment card having two

different cardholder names (e.g., husband and wife), where the customer is

prompted to select his/her own delivery address.



[0027] In at least some embodiments, the digital receipt system triggers

transmission of the receipt based on fraud criteria associated with the transaction.

The fraud criteria can include, for example, a geographical location, a payment

amount, a frequency of use, or any combination thereof. For example, where a

payment amount associated with a current transaction exceeds a threshold (e.g.,

$1000), the digital receipt system triggers the receipt to be generated and delivered

to all cardholders associated with a payment card; that is, all joint cardholders

receive a receipt for the current transaction at their respective electronic addresses.

In another example, the digital receipt system delivers the receipt using a particular

delivery address according to a stored receipt delivery preference of the customer in

response to the purchase amount exceeding the threshold. In such example, the

customer receives a receipt via both an email message and a text message, as

specified by her submitted preference.

[0028] The technology disclosed provides many advantages in the realm of

digital receipts. One advantage of the technology disclosed is providing an efficient,

effortless way for automatic triggering of receipt delivery to an electronic address

without requiring entry of the address from a customer at the point of transaction.

Once a customer has submitted transaction information (along with an electronic

address) to a merchant, the digital receipt system causes a receipt to be

automatically delivered to the electronic address for every future transaction with the

same merchant and/or any other new merchant, so long as the new merchant's POS

system is in communication with the digital receipt system. That is, there is no

prerequisite or activation energy needed for every new transaction the customer

carries out with a merchant in order to receive a digital receipt.

[0029] Another advantage of the technology disclosed is that the stored

information can be automatically updated with every new transaction conducted. For

example, for a customer who has submitted an email address in transaction A and

later submits a phone number in transaction B, the digital receipt system, working

with one or more POS systems, can store and utilize both submissions for receipt

delivery. In another example, a customer can submit a receipt delivery preference in

addition to an electronic address for receiving the receipt. Such receipt delivery

preference is also stored and updated with every new transaction.

[0030] Yet another advantage of the technology disclosed is providing fraud

protection. The digital receipt system can be configured according to fraud criteria.



As will be discussed in more details below, in response to a fraudulent activity

detected, a digital receipt can be automatically delivered to the appropriate venue

and/or the appropriate parties based on the fraud criteria.

[0031] Other aspects and advantages of the disclosed technique will become

apparent from the following description in combination with the accompanying

drawings, illustrating, by way of example, the principles of the claimed technique.

Illustrative Embodiments

[0032] FIG. 1 is an environment 100 in which various embodiments of a

receipt delivery technology can be implemented. The environment 100 includes a

merchant transaction system 102, a customer device 104, and a digital receipt

system 106, all of which are connected via a network 110. It is noted that the

architecture shown in FIG. 1 is only an example of an environment in accordance

with the technology introduced here. Further, the merchant transaction system 102,

the customer device 104, and the digital receipt system 106 in FIG. 1 can have more

or fewer components than shown, or a different configuration of components. The

various components shown in FIG. 1 can be implemented by using hardware,

software, firmware or a combination thereof, including one or more signal processing

and/or application specific integrated circuits.

[0033] The merchant transaction system 102 can be any general-purpose

computing device, such as a mobile handheld device (e.g., smartphone, tablet, e-

reader, etc.) or a personal computer (e.g., desktop), on which a merchant utilizes to

conduct financial transactions with customers. The merchant transaction system

102 can include a payment card reader for receiving payment card information (e.g.,

credit card details, debit card details, smart card details, etc.) from the customers to

authorize payment in exchange for services and/or goods. It is noted here that the

term "customer" is used interchangeably with "user," "payer," "purchaser," or the like

throughout the written description with no intended change in meaning. Any of these

terms is used to refer to a party tendering payment in a financial transaction between

the party and a merchant.

[0034] The merchant transaction system 102 is capable of executing an

application, such as a payment application having various user interfaces for

receiving payment card data ("transaction data" or "transaction information") and

other related data associated with payment transactions between the merchant and

one or more customers. The merchant transaction system 102 can collect the



transaction information from a particular payment card using the payment card

reader. For example, the merchant transaction system can read information from

the magnetic stripe of the payment card via a swipe of the card through the card

reader.

[0035] A payment card's magnetic stripe typically includes three tracks for

storing different types of information associated with the payment card. One track is

typically encoded with information reserved for the bank that issued the payment,

such as the payment card number (e.g., primary account number), the cardholder's

full name, a country code, and an expiration date for the card. A second track is

typically used to store the payment card number, the country code, and the card's

expiration date. A third track is typically used to both read and write data, such as an

authorized spending amount or currency units and an encrypted personal

identification number.

[0036] In embodiments, the merchant transaction system 102 can choose to

collect the payment card's information from all tracks, from only one track, or from

any combination thereof. For example, the merchant transaction system 102

collects only from a particular track that has only the credit card number. In another

example, the merchant transaction system 102 collects f om one or more necessary

track(s) to obtain the cardholder's name listed on the payment card in addition to the

credit card number. In yet another example, the merchant transaction system 102

collects from the necessary track(s) to obtain the credit card number, the

cardholder's name, and address information associated with the credit card account.

[0037] In some embodiments, the merchant transaction system 102 collects

additional data associated with the transaction instance in which the payment card is

used, including, for example, a geographical location where the transaction takes

place or a time of use of the payment card. Using the payment card information

along with the additional data, the merchant transaction system 102 can provide

"transaction information" associated with each payment card to assist the digital

receipt system in enabling automatic receipt delivery. That is, the merchant

transaction system 102 can communicate to the digital receipt system 106 the

transaction information collected from a first card swipe to enable automatic receipt

delivery in subsequent card swipes.

[0038] It is noted that the transaction information (e.g., credit card number,

purchase location, etc.) may be obtained even without the physical use of the



payment card at a physical location using the card reader, so long as the transaction

information is collected via any device implementation in communication with the

merchant transaction system 102. For example, a customer can submit a credit card

number to pay for an internet-based transaction using an online web page portal

implemented by the merchant transaction system 102. In another example, the

customer uses the credit card in a "card-less" transaction using a digital wallet (or an

"e-wallet"), and the digital wallet is connected to the merchant transaction system

102. In yet another example, the customer recites the numbers of the credit card

over a telephone transaction, and an operator associated with the merchant

transaction system 102 enters the transaction information into the system 102. The

information collection may be implemented using any other transaction method that

can be contemplated by a person of ordinary skill in the art based on the present

disclosure.

[0039] The customer device 104 can be any general-purpose computing

device with data processing and communication capabilities, such as a handheld

mobile device (e.g., a smartphone, a tablet, an e-reader, etc.) or a personal

computer (e.g., desktop). The customer device 104 can be utilized by a user, such

as a customer, for receiving a digital receipt 108 from the digital receipt system 106.

The customer device 104 is capable of executing an application, such as an email

application or a text messaging application, for receiving the digital receipt 108. The

digital receipt 108 can be in various formats, including, for example, an email format,

an image format (e.g., a picture received via text message, email, etc.), a text

message format, and the like. The customer device 104 can include a display

screen (e.g., liquid crystal display) for displaying the digital receipt 108. The display

screen can be part of a touchscreen.

[0040] The digital receipt system 106 can be any general-purpose computing

server system with data processing and communication capabilities. The digital

receipt system 106 works in coordination with the merchant transaction system 102

to facilitate automatic triggering of receipt delivery. The digital receipt system 106

can be in communication with one or more merchant transaction systems 102. Such

communication is useful, for example, to enable processing of multiple automatic

receipt deliveries to a customer, regardless of the merchant the customer is visiting.

That is, the customer does not have to set up a new account with a new merchant in

order to receive a digital receipt automatically, as long as the customer has already



submitted an electronic address via a particular merchant transaction system 102

that is connected to the digital receipt system 106. The digital receipt system 106

stores the electronic address from the past transaction and utilizes it to automatically

trigger receipt delivery for future transactions.

[0041] In some embodiments, the digital receipt system 106 can generate

instructions for execution by the merchant transaction system 102 in facilitating the

automatic triggering of the receipt delivery. For example, the digital receipt system

106 generates instructions for executing one or more user interfaces associated with

a payment application implemented on the merchant transaction system 102. In

facilitating the automatic triggering of receipt delivery, the digital receipt system 106

communicates with the merchant transaction system 102 to receive data signals

indicative of one or more financial transactions taking place at the merchant

transaction system 102. The data signals can include data associated with a

transaction, including transaction information and/or additional information including

an electronic address for receiving digital receipts associated with the payment card

used in the transaction. The data signals may be received over a period of time

associated with the one or more transactions in which the same payment card is

utilized (e.g., a first time transaction, subsequent transaction, beginning and/or end

of a particular transaction, etc.).

[0042] In response to receiving a particular data signal indicative of a first

financial transaction in which a payment card is first utilized by a customer, the digital

receipt system 106 can send certain instructions associated with the transaction,

such as causing the merchant transaction system 102 to prompt a customer for an

electronic address to receive a digital (or electronic) receipt for the transaction.

Upon receiving the electronic address, the digital receipt system 106 can associates

the address with one or more pieces of information from the transaction information

(e.g., associating the electronic address with a credit card number used in the

transaction, with a cardholder's name, and/or with an account address associated

with the credit card). As will be discussed in further details below, in a future

transaction with the same payment card, the digital receipt system 106 can trigger a

receipt to be automatically delivered to the customer using the associated electronic

address.

[0043] FIG. 2 is a block diagram illustrating a technique 200 associated with

the receipt delivery technology disclosed according to some embodiments. For the



purpose of illustration, let the technique 200 include a set of past financial

transactions 202 (i.e., "payment transactions 1-N," where N is the number of

transactions occurring in the past), and further include a set of present, or current,

financial transactions 204 (i.e., "payment transactions N+1 ," where N is the number

of transactions occurring in the past).

[0044] In the set of past financial transactions 202, the digital receipt system

212 receives, from a merchant's POS system, transaction data 210A-N associated

with a payment card used by a consumer 206 to tender payment to the merchant.

That is, the merchant's POS system transmits (or allows access to) the transaction

data 210A-N to the digital receipt sysem 212 to enable receipt delivery. In some

embodiments, the digital receipt system 212 can be the digital receipt system 106 of

FIG. 1.

[0045] The set of past transactions 202 are particular transactions in which a

digital receipt 214 has been sent to a consumer, e.g., to a consumer device, such as

a smartphone 2 16, a laptop 2 18, or a desktop 220. The transaction data 2 10A-N

include information associated with the past transactions 202 conducted between the

consumer 206 and one or more merchants. The transaction data 210A-N can

include payment card information along with additional information associated with

the corresponding transaction. For example, the additional information can include a

geographical location or a timing at which the transaction took place. The digital

receipt system 212 can use any of the additional information, in addition to the

payment card information, associated with the past transactions 202 to automatically

trigger delivery, or transmission, of a receipt 224 to an appropriate recipient in a

future transaction 204.

[0046] From the set of past financial transactions 202, the digital receipt

system 212 can obtain an electronic delivery address (or "electronic address") 208

provided by a consumer 206 for receiving one or more digital receipt(s) associated

with a payment card used in one or more past transactions. The electronic address

208 can be an email address, a mobile telephone number, or any other electronic

address at which the consumer 206 can receive a digital receipt, as contemplated by

one of ordinary skill in the art.

[0047] The consumer 206 in FIG. 2 can represent more than one account

owner associated with a primary account number, where the primary account

number is shared among the account owners using their respective payment cards



having different cardholder names. In some embodiments, the digital receipt system

212 stores and associates the electronic address 208 based on the cardholder

name. For example, consumer 206 can be a husband and a wife sharing the same

debit card (having the same debit card number with different cardholder names),

where each party has utilized his/her own copy of the debit card to make several

purchases. For each transaction carried out by each party using the debit card,

transaction data 210A-N is received and stored by the merchant's system, and

communicated to (or accessed by) the digital receipt system 212. Further, for each

transaction, an electronic address 208 can be prompted, or requested from the party

making the transaction. In such an example above, the electronic address 208 can

be different for the debit card, depending on which cardholder, e.g., the wife or the

husband, is using the debit card.

[0048] The digital receipt system 2 12 analyzes the transaction data 2 10A-N

collected in the set of past transactions 202 for use in future transactions 204, i.e.,

the payment transactions N+1 . In a particular new payment transaction 204, the

digital receipt system 212 receives new transaction data 222 and analyzes that data

to find a matching payment card number with the past transaction data 210A-N.

Upon finding a subset of the set of transaction data 210A-N having matching

payment card number with the transaction data 222, the digital receipt system 212

analyzes each of the subset of transaction data 2 10A-N to identify the electronic

address 208 associated with that payment card number. The electronic address can

be, for example, an email submitted for that payment card number in the past

transactions 2 1OA and 2 10B.

[0049] It is noted that the transaction data 2 10A-N and transaction data 222

can be in connection with two different merchants with whom the consumer 206

carries out a payment transaction. For example, a transaction data 2 1OA can be

data associated with a transaction X 1 conducted between the consumer 206 and

merchant M1, and the transaction data 222 can be data associated with a

transaction X2 conducted between the consumer 206 and merchant M2. In such an

example, upon occurrence of the transaction X2 with merchant M2, the digital receipt

system 212 automatically causes delivery of the digital receipt 226 to the customer

206 using the electronic address stored from the transaction X 1, despite the

customer 206 having never conducted a transaction with the merchant M2 before the

current transaction 204.



[0050] In some embodiments, the digital receipt system 212, before triggering

delivery of the receipt, performs additional analysis to identify a cardholder name

associated with the matching payment card number in each of the past transactions

(e.g., 2 1OA and 2 10B). In such embodiments, the digital receipt system 212

compares the cardholder's name on the payment card used in the current

transaction 204 with each cardholder's name identified in the past transactions 202

(e.g., 2 1OA and 2 10B) to find a matching cardholder's name. For the particular past

transaction data that contains the matching cardholder's name, the digital receipt

system 212 extracts the associated electronic address stored for that particular past

transaction 202, and transmits the current receipt 224 using data associated with

that electronic address (e.g., email address).

[0051] In the example above, after analysis of the transaction data 201A-N

and transaction data 224, the digital receipt system 212 automatically triggers

delivery of the digital receipt 224 for the new transaction 204. The receipt for the

transaction 204 is sent, for example, to the email address that corresponds only to

the cardholder's name of the current transaction, and not to both the husband and

the wife. In some embodiments, only the primary account number is collected and

stored, with no consideration given to the cardholder's name on a particular payment

card being utilized in a particular transaction. In such embodiments, the digital

receipt system causes the receipt to be delivered the electronic address 208

previously stored and associated with the payment card number, regardless of the

cardholder's name.

[0052] FIG. 3 is a block diagram illustrating a user interface 300 associated

with the receipt delivery technology according to some embodiments. The user

interface 300 can be implemented on a POS system utilized by a payee (e.g.,

merchant) to conduct financial transactions with a payer (e.g., customer). The user

interface 300 can be generated using computer-executable instructions received

from the digital receipt system 106 of FIG. 1. The user interface 300 illustrates an

example prompting of a receipt preference from a payer.

[0053] Consider a scenario at the end of a payment transaction, when

payment has been tendered by the payer, the POS system, working in coordination

with the digital receipt system disclosed herein, prompts the payer for a selection of

an electronic address for receiving digital receipts. The selection can include

receiving a digital receipt via a text message 302, where the POS system prompts



the payer to submit a telephone number (i.e., one type of electronic address). The

selection can include receiving the digital receipt via an email message 304, where

the POS system prompts the payer to submit an email address. The selection can

include no digital receipt, where the payer can select the option 306 not to enter an

electronic address and skip receiving a digital receipt.

[0054] FIG. 4 is a block diagram illustrating various embodiments of a digital

receipt associated with the receipt delivery technology. In some embodiments, a

digital receipt system can deliver the digital receipt, indicative of a current

transaction, to an appropriate recipient via a text message 400. In such

embodiments, the digital receipt system delivers the receipt using a stored telephone

number from one or more past transactions associated with the current transaction.

In some embodiments, the receipt can be delivered via an email message 402. In

such embodiments, the digital receipt system delivers the receipt using an email

address from the one or more past transactions.

[0055] FIG. 5 is a flow diagram illustrating a process 500 of automatically

triggering a receipt transmission according to some embodiments. The process 500

can be performed by the digital receipt system 106 of FIG. 1, or the digital receipt

system 212 of FIG. 2, working in conjunction with the merchant transaction system

104 of FIG. 1. At step 502, the digital receipt system receives from a merchant

transaction system an indication of a first financial transaction, such as a payment

transaction, between a merchant and a consumer. The indication includes first

transaction information associated with the first transaction, where a first payment

card is used in the transaction. The first transaction information can include

payment card information, including an account number associated with the first

payment card, a name associated with the cardholder of the payment card, and a

country code associated with the payment card financial account. For example, the

first transaction information includes payment card information associated with the

first payment card (i.e., "first payment information" or "first payment card

information").

[0056] In some embodiments, the first transaction information can also include

information external to the payment card, where the external information is detected

and stored with the payment card information at the time of the transaction. The

external information can include, for example, a geographical location (e.g., GPS

coordinates, location name, etc.) associated with the occurrence of the transaction.



The external information can include, in another example, timing associated with the

occurrence of the transaction (e.g., time of day card is being used). The external

information can include, in yet another example, a frequency of use of the payment

card associated with the transaction.

[0057] Such external information can be useful in detecting suspicious

fraudulent activities. For example, where a payment card is used numerous times

repeatedly in a short period, or where the charge amounts on the payment card is

considerably high, the card has likely been stolen. Using the external information,

the digital receipt system can trigger receipt delivery to one or more electronic

addresses in response to the detected fraudulent activity. For example, the digital

receipt system is configured to send an electronic receipt to all account holder

names associated with a card account in response to detection of fraudulent activity.

[0058] At step 504, a first user is prompted to submit an electronic address for

receiving a first receipt associated with the first transaction. The prompting can

appear on a display of a POS device associated with the merchant transaction

system. The prompting can be caused by the digital receipt system sending

computer-executable instructions to the merchant transaction system.

[0059] In some embodiments, the POS device prompts for a receipt delivery

preference in addition to the electronic address. The receipt delivery preference may

include, for example, whether the first user would like to receive an electronic, or

digital, receipt. The receipt delivery preference may include, in another example,

whether the first user would like to specify a preferred electronic address (out of

several submitted by the first user) for receiving the digital receipt. The receipt

delivery preference may include, in yet another example, whether the first user would

like to specify certain preferred electronic addresses (out of several submitted by the

first user) for receiving the digital receipt in case of fraudulent activity.

[0060] At step 506, the digital receipt system associates the electronic

address with the first transaction information and stores such association. This is

useful, for example, for allowing the digital receipt system to identify the appropriate

electronic address for receipt delivery in future transactions having transaction

information that correlate to the first transaction information. The correlation can

include a payment card number of the new transaction matching to the stored

number associated with the first payment card. It is noted that other information

extracted from a payment card, other than a card account number, can be utilized by



the digital receipt system. For example, an encoded personal pin can be utilized for

identifying correlations between the first payment card and any other payment cards

(e.g., credit card of a joint account holder) utilized in future transactions.

[0061] In some embodiments, the digital receipt system associates the receipt

delivery preference, in addition to the electronic address, with the first transaction

information. Using in part the receipt delivery preference, the digital receipt system

causes the automatic delivery of the receipt to an appropriate electronic address

(based on the preference).

[0062] At step 508, the digital receipt system receives a second transaction

information associated with a second transaction in which a second payment card is

used. At step 510, the digital receipt system analyzes the second transaction

information to identify a payment card number and an electronic address previously

stored and associated with that payment card number. In particular, the digital

receipt system identifies the payment card number from the second transaction

information to be matching with the payment card number from the first transaction

information. The digital receipt system then identifies one (or more) electronic

address that has been associated with the payment card number from the first

transaction.

[0063] In some embodiments, if the digital receipt system identifies two or

more electronic addresses that are associated with the payment card number, then

the system proceeds to compare the cardholder names between the current

transaction information and a prior transaction information. Using the name

comparison, the digital receipt system identifies a particular electronic address that

corresponds to the cardholder name indicative of the user using the payment card at

the current transaction, and triggers for receipt delivery to that particular electronic

address. For example, if a first transaction information contains user X (with

electronic address X) and a second transaction information contains user Y (with

electronic address Y), the digital receipt system will send a receipt for a third

transaction information, which has the name of user X, to the electronic address X.

[0064] In some embodiments, if the digital receipt system identifies two or

more electronic addresses that are associated with the payment card number, and

determines that only one cardholder name corresponds to the multiple electronic

addresses (e.g., two prior transactions exist with two different addresses submitted,

but only one cardholder name), the digital receipt system proceeds to take into



consideration the receipt delivery preference associated with each of the multiple

electronic addresses, as discussed above at step 504. In some embodiments, the

digital receipt system analyzes an immediately previous (or most recent past)

transaction prior to the current transaction to identify the user's receipt delivery

preference, and select an appropriate electronic receipt based on that previous

transaction.

[0065] In some embodiments, the digital receipt system analyzes all past

transactions prior to the current transaction and identify the user's receipt delivery

preference. For example, while the user may have specified in the immediately

previous transaction to receive the receipt at address X, in the rest of the past

transactions, the user specified all digital receipts to be sent to address Y as the

default electronic address. In such an example, the digital receipt system causes the

receipt to be sent to address Y.

[0066] At step 512, in response to identifying the matching information, the

digital receipt system analyzes the first transaction information to determine a receipt

preference that is associated with the matching information. In some embodiments,

the receipt preference is associated with the first transaction information in step 506.

At step 514, the digital receipt system triggers the second receipt to be transmitted

automatically to a user associated with the second transaction using the identified

receipt preference.

[0067] FIG. 6 is a flow diagram illustrating a process 600 of automatically

triggering a receipt transmission having fraud protection according to some

embodiments. The process 600 can be performed by the digital receipt system 106

of FIG. 1 working in conjunction with the merchant transaction system 102 of FIG. 1.

[0068] At step 602, the digital receipt system receives a set of transaction data

associated with a set of past transactions in which a payment card is used. The

digital receipt system receives the set of transaction data from one or more

merchants' POS systems in order to facilitate automatic receipt delivery for the

merchants and their respective consumers. The transaction data can include

payment data associated with the payment card and external data associated with

the set of past transactions (i.e., data collected at the past transactions, where the

data is external to the payment card's internal information such as location

information). The set of transaction data may or may not include data shared with a

current transaction (i.e., "matching data"). For example, a subset of the transaction



data can match with data from a particular transaction (e.g., matching account

number) while another subset of the transaction data can match with data from a

different transaction (e.g., matching cardholder names in addition to matching

account number).

[0069] At step 604, the digital receipt system receives new transaction data

associated with a new transaction in which a new payment card is used. The new

transaction data includes payment data associated with the new payment card, such

as a payment card account number. Other payment data may include, for example,

a cardholder's name. Similar to step 602, the digital receipt system receives the new

transaction data from a particular merchant's POS system. The particular merchant

in the new transaction may or may not be the same merchant in the set of past

transactions.

[0070] At step 606, the digital receipt system analyzes the new transaction

data to identify a payment card number. Using the card number, the digital receipt

system identifies one or more previously stored electronic address(es) associated

with the card number by analyzing the set of transaction data. In particular, the

digital receipt system identifies any subset of transaction data that correlate to the

new transaction data. For example, from a set of data from five past transactions,

the digital receipt system identifies three past transactions having payment data

correlated to the payment data associated with the current transaction. The

correlated data includes, for example, a matching account number, where the

matching account number may have different cardholder names (e.g., a parent and a

child sharing the same account).

[0071] In response to identifying the subset of transaction data, the digital

receipt system identifies the one or more electronic addresses from the subset. For

example, the digital receipt system identifies two transactions having matching

primary account number, and two different electronic addresses corresponding to the

two transactions. Consider a scenario where in a past transaction X, a user A

submits an email address to receive a digital receipt, and in a later transaction Y, the

user A submits a telephone number to receive a digital receipt. In some

embodiments, the digital receipt system is configured to prioritize the transactions,

i.e., to utilize the particular electronic address submitted from the most recent past

transaction. In the example above, the digital receipt system will cause the receipt to

be delivered to the telephone number of user A .



[0072] In some embodiments, the digital receipt system is configured to

further analyze each past transaction data to identify for any other matching data,

including a matching payment card name (i.e., matching name of the cardholder)

and determine the appropriate electronic address corresponding to that name. For

example, where transaction X is carried out by user A while transaction Y is carried

out by user B, and user A and user B share the same account number for the same

payment card, the digital receipt system will only cause the receipt to be delivered to

user B's electronic address for a current transaction conducted by user B.

[0073] At step 608, the digital receipt system analyzes whether a fraud

criterion associated with the new transaction exceeds a particular threshold.

Whether or not the fraud criterion exceeds the threshold determines the electronic

address(es) to which the digital receipt system sends out the digital receipt, as

indicated in step 610. The fraud criterion can be associated with a purchase

amount. For example, a fraud alert is raised if the purchase amount associated with

the new transaction is over $2000. In some embodiments, when the fraud alert is

raised, the digital receipt system sends a receipt indicative of the new transaction to

all stored electronic addresses associated with the payment card, regardless of the

cardholder name associated with each electronic address.

[0074] In some embodiments, when the fraud criterion exceeds the threshold,

the digital receipt system sends the receipt to all receipt addresses associated with a

cardholder of the payment card. For example, where a cardholder has given his

phone number in a past transaction, but submits an email address to receive his

digital receipt in a later transaction, the digital receipt system sends a receipt to both

the email address and the phone number to alert the cardholder of potential fraud.

In some embodiments, when the fraud criterion exceeds the threshold, the digital

receipt system sends the receipt to a particular cardholder and not the remaining

cardholder(s). For example, when a child, who shares the same account with a

sibling and his parent, makes a purchase exceeding the threshold amount, the

parent, in addition to the child himself, receives the receipt, and the sibling sharing

the account does not receive a receipt.

[0075] At step 6 10, the digital receipt system triggers transmission of a new

receipt according to an appropriate electronic address associated with the new

transaction based on the fraud criterion.



[0076] FIG. 7 is a flow diagram illustrating a process 700 of automatically

triggering a receipt delivery based on a receipt delivery preference according to

some embodiments. The process 700 can be performed by the digital receipt

system 106 of FIG. 1 working in conjunction with the merchant transaction system

102 of FIG. 1.

[0077] At step 702, the digital receipt system disclosed herein receives a

signal indicative of a new transaction associated with a payment card being used at

a merchant's POS device. The signal includes transaction data associated with the

new transaction. The transaction data can include payment data associated with the

payment card and external data associated with the new transaction.

[0078] At step 704, the digital receipt system identifies one or more electronic

addresses associated with the new transaction data. For example, the digital receipt

system determines a payment card account number from the new transaction data

and identifies, from past transaction data, a previously stored electronic address

associated with a payment card having the same account number. In some

instances, the digital receipt system may identify more than one previously stored

electronic addresses associated with the payment card used in the new transaction.

[0079] At step 706, the digital receipt system prompts for a receipt delivery

preference from a user using the payment card in the new transaction. In particular,

the digital receipt system causes the merchant to request from the user at the

merchant's POS device the receipt delivery preference for receiving the digital

receipt. In some embodiments, the POS device, working in coordination with the

digital receipt system, may simply ask the user whether he wishes to receive a digital

receipt for the new transaction. In some embodiments, the POS device, working in

coordination with the digital receipt system, may also display several electronic

addresses identified in step 704 and ask the user whether the user wants to receive

the digital receipt at a particular electronic address (from the displayed addresses).

In some embodiments, the POS device, working in coordination with the digital

receipt system, may also display the one or more electronic addresses identified in

step 704, and prompts the user whether the user wants the digital receipt to enter a

different electronic address (from the one(s) displayed) for receiving the digital

receipt. Any combination of the prompting of receipt delivery preference may be

executed at step 706.



[0080] At step 708, the digital receipt system receives the receipt delivery

preference submitted by the user in step 706. At step 710, if the user selects to

receive the digital receipt, the digital receipt system triggers the receipt to be

delivered to the electronic address identified in step 704, without further need for the

user to submit a delivery address. In some instances, where there exists several

electronic addresses (i.e., as displayed to the user) and the user selects a particular

electronic address (or multiple electronic addresses), the digital receipt system

triggers the receipt to be delivered to that particular electronic address(es).

[0081] Regarding the processes 500, 600, and 700, while the various steps,

blocks, or sub-processes are presented in a given order, alternative embodiments

can perform routines having steps, or employ systems having steps, blocks or sub-

processes, in a different order. Further, some steps, sub-processes or blocks can be

deleted, moved, added, subdivided, combined, and/or modified to provide

alternatives or sub-combinations. Each of these steps, blocks or sub-processes can

be implemented in a variety of different ways. Also, while the steps, sub-processes

or blocks are at times shown as being performed in series, some steps, sub-

processes, or blocks can be performed, instead, in parallel or at different times, as

will be readily recognized by a person of ordinary skill in the art in light of the

disclosure herein. Additionally, any specific numbers noted herein are only by

example as alternative implementations can employ differing values or ranges.

[0082] FIG. 8 is a block diagram illustrating a computer system 800 within

which a set of instructions, for causing the machine to perform one or more of the

techniques discussed herein, can be executed. The computer system 800 can be

the digital receipt system 106 of FIG. 1, or the digital receipt system 212 of FIG. 2, or

the merchant transaction system 102 of FIG. 1, or the customer device 104 of FIG.

1. The computer system 800 includes a processor 802, a memory 804, non-volatile

memory 806, a network interface 808, input/output (I/O) devices 810, and a drive unit

812. Various common components (e.g., cache memory) are omitted for illustrative

simplicity. The computer system 800 is intended to illustrate a hardware device on

which any of the components depicted in the example of FIGS. 1-5 (and any other

components described in this specification) can be implemented. The computer

system 800 can be of any applicable known or convenient type. The components of

the computer system 800 can be coupled together via a bus 820 or through some

other known or convenient device.



[0083] This disclosure contemplates the computer system 800 taking any

suitable physical form. As example and not by way of limitation, computer system

800 can be an embedded computer system, a system-on-chip (SOC), a single-board

computer system (SBC) (such as, for example, a computer-on-module (COM) or

system-on-module (SOM)), a desktop computer system, a laptop or notebook

computer system, an interactive kiosk, a mainframe, a mesh of computer systems, a

mobile telephone, a personal digital assistant (PDA), a server, or a combination of

two or more of these. Where appropriate, computer system 800 can include one or

more computer systems 800; be unitary or distributed; span multiple locations; span

multiple machines; or reside in a cloud, which can include one or more cloud

components in one or more networks. Where appropriate, one or more computer

systems 800 can perform without substantial spatial or temporal limitation one or

more steps of one or more methods described or illustrated herein. As an example

and not by way of limitation, one or more computer systems 800 can perform in real

time or in batch mode one or more steps of one or more methods described or

illustrated herein. One or more computer systems 800 can perform at different times

or at different locations one or more steps of one or more methods described or

illustrated herein, where appropriate.

[0084] The processor 802 can be, for example, a conventional microprocessor

such as an Intel Core microprocessor or an Intel Itanium microprocessor or a

Motorola power PC microprocessor or a SPARC architecture processor. One of skill

in the relevant art will recognize that the terms "machine-readable (storage) medium"

or "computer-readable (storage) medium" include any type of device that is

accessible by the processor.

[0085] The memory 804 is coupled to the processor 802 by, for example, a

bus. The memory 804 can include, for example, random access memory (RAM),

such as dynamic RAM (DRAM) or static RAM (SRAM). The memory can be local,

remote, or distributed.

[0086] The bus 820 also couples the processor 802 to the non-volatile

memory 806 and the drive unit 8 12. The non-volatile memory 806 can be, for

example, a magnetic floppy or hard disk, a magnetic-optical disk, an optical disk, a

flash memory such as NAND flash memory or NOR flash memory, a read-only

memory (ROM) such as a CD-ROM, a programmable read-only memory such as

EPROM or EEPROM, a magnetic or optical card, or another form of storage for large



amounts of data. Some of this data is often written, by a direct memory access

process, into memory during execution of software in the computer 800. The non¬

volatile storage can be local, remote, or distributed. The non-volatile memory is

optional because systems can be created with all applicable data available in

memory. A typical computer system will usually include at least a processor,

memory, and a device (e.g., a bus) coupling the memory to the processor.

[0087] Software is typically stored in the non-volatile memory and/or the drive

unit. Indeed, for large programs, storing the entire program in memory can not even

be possible. Nevertheless, one should understand that for software to run, if

necessary, the software is moved to a computer readable location appropriate for

processing, and for illustrative purposes, that location is referred to as the memory in

this specification. Even when software is moved to the memory for execution, the

processor will typically make use of hardware registers to store values associated

with the software, and local cache that, ideally, serves to speed up execution. As

used herein, a software program is assumed to be stored at any known or

convenient location (from non-volatile storage to hardware registers) when the

software program is referred to as "implemented in a computer-readable medium." A

processor is considered to be "configured to execute a program" when at least one

value associated with the program is stored in a register readable by the processor.

[0088] The bus 820 also couples the processor 802 to the network interface

device 808. The interface 808 can include one or more of a modem or network

interface. A person of ordinary skill will appreciate that a modem or network

interface can be considered to be part of the computer system 800. The interface

808 can include an analog modem, ISDN modem, cable modem, token ring

interface, satellite transmission interface (e.g., "direct PC"), Wi-Fi interface, or other

interfaces for coupling a computer system to other computer systems. The interface

can include one or more input and/or output devices.

[0089] The I/O devices 8 10 can include, for example, a keyboard, a mouse or

other pointing device, disk drives, printers, a scanner, and other input and/or output

devices, including a display device. The display device can include, for example, a

cathode ray tube (CRT), liquid crystal display (LCD), or some other applicable known

or convenient display device. For simplicity, this specification assumes that

controllers of any devices not depicted in the example of FIG. 8 reside in the

interface.



[0090] The computer system can have one Bus or multiple Buses. The bus

820 can include, for example, a system bus, a Peripheral Component Interconnect

(PCI) bus or PCI-Express bus, a HyperTransport or industry standard architecture

(ISA) bus, a small computer system interface (SCSI) bus, a universal serial bus

(USB, USB 2.0, USB 3.0), IIO (I2C) bus, an Institute of Electrical and Electronics

Engineers (IEEE) standard 1394 bus, also called "Firewire," a QuickPath

Interconnect bus, a ThunderBolt interconnect bus, a DisplayPort interconnect bus or

its companion standards Mini DisplayPort (mDP), Direct Drive Monitor (DDM),

Embedded DisplayPort (eDP), Internal DisplayPort (iDP), Portable Digital Media

Interface (PDMI), Wireless DisplayPort (wDP), and Mobility DisplayPort (MyDP), an

HDMI interconnect bus, a DVI bus.

[0091] In operation, the computer system 800 can be controlled by operating

system software that includes a file management system, such as a disk operating

system. One example of operating system software with associated file

management system software is the family of operating systems known as

Windows® from Microsoft Corporation of Redmond, Washington, and their

associated file management systems. Another example of operating system

software with its associated file management system software is the Linux™

operating system and its associated file management system. The file management

system is typically stored in the non-volatile memory and/or drive unit and causes the

processor to execute the various acts required by the operating system to input and

output data and to store data in the memory, including storing files on the non¬

volatile memory and/or drive unit.

Summary

[0092] The foregoing description of the embodiments of the technology has

been presented for the purpose of illustration; it is not intended to be exhaustive or to

limit the technology to the precise forms disclosed. Persons skilled in the relevant

art can appreciate that many modifications and variations are possible in light of the

above specification.

[0093] Any of the steps, operations, or processes described herein can be

performed or implemented with one or more hardware or software modules, alone or

in combination with other devices. In one embodiment, a software module is

implemented with a computer program product comprising a computer-readable



medium containing computer program code, which can be executed by a computer

processor for performing any or all of the steps, operations, or processes described.

Embodiments of the technology can also relate to an apparatus for performing the

operations herein. This apparatus can be specially constructed for the required

purposes, and/or it can comprise a general-purpose computing device selectively

activated or reconfigured by a computer program stored in the computer. Such a

computer program can be stored in a non-transitory, tangible computer readable

storage medium, or any type of media suitable for storing electronic instructions,

which can be coupled to a computer system bus. Furthermore, any computing

systems referred to in the specification can include a single processor or can be

architectures employing multiple processor designs for increased computing

capability.

[0094] Embodiments of the technology can also relate to a product that is

produced by a computing process described herein. Such a product can comprise

information resulting from a computing process, where the information is stored on a

non-transitory, tangible computer readable storage medium and can include any

embodiment of a computer program product or other data combination described

herein.

Examples

To summarize, therefore, the above disclosure includes the following

examples.

1. A method of triggering transmission of a receipt for a payment transaction

instantiated on a merchant device, comprising:

receiving, at a digital receipt system, a first indication of a first payment transaction

between a first merchant and a consumer, the first payment transaction associated

with a swipe of the consumer's payment card at the first merchant's point-of-sale

(POS) device, the first indication including first transaction data associated with the

payment card utilized in the first payment transaction;

in response to receiving the first indication, prompting and receiving from the

consumer an electronic address for receiving an electronic receipt for the first

payment transaction and a receipt delivery preference;



storing, by the digital receipt system, the electronic address and the receipt delivery

preference, the storing including associating the electronic address and the receipt

delivery preference with the payment card;

receiving, at the digital receipt system, a second indication of a second payment

transaction between a second merchant and the consumer, the second indication

including second transaction data;

based on an analysis of the second transaction data, determining whether the

second transaction data reveals use of the payment card in the second payment

transaction;

in response to the determining the use of the payment card, retrieving electronic

address and the receipt delivery preference previously stored in association with the

payment card in the first payment transaction; and

based at least in part on the receipt delivery preference, causing a second electronic

receipt indicative of the second payment transaction to be transmitted to the

electronic address previously stored in association with the payment card.

2. The method of example 1, wherein the electronic address comprises at least

one of an email address for email receipt delivery, or a telephone number for text

message receipt delivery.

3. The method of example 1, wherein determining whether the second

transaction data reveals use of the payment card comprises identifying a matching

payment card number between a particular payment card utilized in the second

payment transaction and the payment card utilized in the first payment transaction.

4. The method of example 1, further comprising:

comparing a purchase amount associated with the second payment transaction to a

transaction threshold;

in response to the purchase amount exceeding the transaction threshold, identifying

one or more cardholders associated with the payment card;

retrieving one or more additional electronic addresses and receipt delivery

preferences corresponding to the one or more cardholders and previously stored in

association with the payment card; and

causing the receipt of the payment transaction to be further transmitted to the one or

more cardholders, the receipt being transmitted using an associated electronic

address corresponding to the one or more cardholders.

A method of automatic receipt transmission, comprising:



receiving, at a receipt computer system, art indication of a payment transaction

based on a use of a payer's payment card to make a payment to a first merchant;

determining if the payment card is previously associated with an electronic address

for delivery of an electronic receipt to the payer, the previous association being

based on the payment card having been used in a prior transaction with the first

merchant or a different second merchant; and

transmitting a first electronic receipt for the payment transaction associated with the

first merchant to the electronic address associated with the prior transaction.

6. The method of example 5, wherein determining if the payment card is

previously associated with the electronic address for delivery of the electronic receipt

to the payer comprises:

analyzing transaction data associated with the payment transaction to identify a

payment card number; and

identifying the electronic address from past transaction data based on the payment

card number, the electronic address being previously stored in association with the

payment card number.

7. The method of example 5, wherein determining if the payment card is

previously associated with the electronic address for delivery of the electronic receipt

to the payer comprises:

analyzing transaction data associated with the payment transaction to identify a

payment card number and a payment cardholder name;

identifying the electronic address from past transaction data based on the payment

card number and the payment cardholder name, the electronic address being

previously stored in association with the payment card number and the payment

cardholder name.

8. The method of example 5, further comprising:

prior to transmitting the first electronic receipt,

prompting and receiving from the user a receipt delivery preference associated with

the first electronic receipt; and

transmitting, based at least in part on the receipt delivery preference, the first

electronic receipt to the electronic address.

9. The method of example 8, wherein the receipt delivery preference comprises

a preference to receive the first electronic receipt, and wherein, in response to

receiving the receipt delivery preference, the first electronic receipt is automatically



transmitted to the electronic address without requiring an electronic address

submission from the payer.

10. The method of example 8, wherein the receipt delivery preference comprises

at least one of:

a preference to receive the first electronic receipt at a new electronic address; or

a preference to receive the first electronic receipt at multiple electronic addresses,

the multiple electronic addresses including the electronic address from the prior

transaction and one or more new electronic addresses.

11. The method of example 5, wherein the electronic address comprises at least

one of an email address for email delivery of the receipt or a telephone number for

text message delivery of the receipt.

12. The method of example 5, further comprising:

comparing a purchase amount associated with the payment transaction to a

transaction threshold; and

in response to the purchase amount exceeding the transaction threshold, causing

the receipt of the payment transaction to be further transmitted to one or more

payment cardholder names associated with the payment card, the receipt being

transmitted using an associated electronic address corresponding to the one or more

payment cardholder names.

13. A method comprising:

receiving an indication of a payment transaction between a payer and a payer, the

indication including transaction data associated with the payment transaction, the

transaction data including a payment card number;

comparing a purchase amount associated with the payment transaction to a

transaction threshold;

determining an electronic address previously associated with the payment card

based on the comparison and a set of past transaction data having a matching

payment card number with the transaction data; and

causing a receipt indicative of the payment transaction to be transmitted to a payer

device associated with the payer at the electronic address determined.

1 . The method of example 13, wherein the electronic address comprises at least

one of an email address or a mobile phone number.

15. The method of example 13, wherein determining the electronic address

comprises:



determining, from the set of past transaction data, a particular past transaction data

having a matching payment card name with the transaction data;

extracting from the particular past transaction data a particular electronic address;

and

associating the particular electronic address as the electronic address for

transmitting the receipt.

16. The method of example 13, wherein determining the electronic address

comprises:

in response to the purchase amount exceeding the transaction threshold:

determining, from the set of past transaction data, a set of cardholders associated

with the matching payment card number; and

identifying a set of electronic addresses associated with the set of cardholders,

wherein the receipt is further transmitted to the set of cardholders at the set of

electronic addresses.

17. A system comprising:

a memory storing computer-executable instructions; and

a processor coupled to the memory, the processor configured by the instructions to:

receive and store a first payment information and an electronic address for receipt

delivery associated with a first payment card utilized in a first payment transaction

between a user and a first merchant, the first payment information including a first

payment card number, the electronic address being associated with the first payment

card number;

receive a second payment information associated with a second payment card

utilized in a second payment transaction by the user, the second payment

transaction being conducted between the user and a second merchant;

determine whether the second payment information have matching data with the first

payment information, the matching data including a matching payment card number;

and

trigger, in response to determination of the matching data, transmission of a second

receipt, indicative of the second payment transaction with the second merchant, to

the user at the electronic address previously stored in association with the first

payment information.

18. The system of example 17, wherein the second merchant is at least one of: a

same merchant as the first merchant, or a different merchant from the first merchant.



19. The system of example 17, wherein the matching data further comprises a

matching account name between the first payment card and the second payment

card.

20. The system of example 17, wherein the electronic address comprises two or

more additional electronic addresses, and wherein the processor is further

configured to transmit the second receipt to the two or more additional electronic

addresses if a purchase amount associated with the second payment transaction

exceeds a threshold.



What is claimed is:

1. A method of triggering transmission of a receipt for a payment transaction

instantiated on a merchant device, comprising:

receiving, at a digital receipt system, a first indication of a first payment

transaction between a first merchant and a consumer, the first payment

transaction associated with a swipe of the consumer's payment card at

the first merchant's point-of-sale (POS) device, the first indication

including first transaction data associated with the payment card

utilized in the first payment transaction;

in response to receiving the first indication, prompting and receiving from the

consumer an electronic address for receiving an electronic receipt for

the first payment transaction and a receipt delivery preference;

storing, by the digital receipt system, the electronic address and the receipt

delivery preference, the storing including associating the electronic

address and the receipt delivery preference with the payment card;

receiving, at the digital receipt system, a second indication of a second

payment transaction between a second merchant and the consumer,

the second indication including second transaction data;

based on an analysis of the second transaction data, determining whether

the second transaction data reveals use of the payment card in the

second payment transaction;

in response to the determining the use of the payment card, retrieving

electronic address and the receipt delivery preference previously

stored in association with the payment card in the first payment

transaction; and

based at least in part on the receipt delivery preference, causing a second

electronic receipt indicative of the second payment transaction to be

transmitted to the electronic address previously stored in association

with the payment card.

2. The method of claim 1, wherein the electronic address comprises at least one

of an email address for email receipt delivery, or a telephone number for text

message receipt delivery.

3. The method of claim 1, wherein determining whether the second transaction

data reveals use of the payment card comprises identifying a matching payment card



number between a particular payment card utilized in the second payment

transaction and the payment card utilized in the first payment transaction.

4. The method of claim 1, further comprising:

comparing a purchase amount associated with the second payment

transaction to a transaction threshold;

in response to the purchase amount exceeding the transaction threshold,

identifying one or more cardholders associated with the payment card;

retrieving one or more additional electronic addresses and receipt delivery

preferences corresponding to the one or more cardholders and

previously stored in association with the payment card; and

causing the receipt of the payment transaction to be further transmitted to the

one or more cardholders, the receipt being transmitted using an

associated electronic address corresponding to the one or more

cardholders.

5. A method of automatic receipt transmission, comprising:

receiving, at a receipt computer system, an indication of a payment

transaction based on a use of a payer's payment card to make a

payment to a first merchant;

determining if the payment card is previously associated with an electronic

address for delivery of an electronic receipt to the payer, the previous

association being based on the payment card having been used in a

prior transaction with the first merchant or a different second merchant;

and

transmitting a first electronic receipt for the payment transaction associated

with the first merchant to the electronic address associated with the

prior transaction.

6. The method of claim 5, wherein determining if the payment card is previously

associated with the electronic address for delivery of the electronic receipt to the

payer comprises:

analyzing transaction data associated with the payment transaction to identify

a payment card number; and

identifying the electronic address from past transaction data based on the

payment card number, the electronic address being previously stored

in association with the payment card number.



7. The method of claim 5, wherein determining if the payment card is previously

associated with the electronic address for delivery of the electronic receipt to the

payer comprises:

analyzing transaction data associated with the payment transaction to identify

a payment card number and a payment cardholder name;

identifying the electronic address from past transaction data based on the

payment card number and the payment cardholder name, the

electronic address being previously stored in association with the

payment card number and the payment cardholder name.

8. The method of claim 5, further comprising:

prior to transmitting the first electronic receipt,

prompting and receiving from the user a receipt delivery preference

associated with the first electronic receipt; and

transmitting, based at least in part on the receipt delivery preference, the first

electronic receipt to the electronic address.

9. The method of claim 8, wherein the receipt delivery preference comprises a

preference to receive the first electronic receipt, and wherein, in response to

receiving the receipt delivery preference, the first electronic receipt is automatically

transmitted to the electronic address without requiring an electronic address

submission from the payer.

10. The method of claim 8, wherein the receipt delivery preference comprises at

least one of:

a preference to receive the first electronic receipt at a new electronic address;

or

a preference to receive the first electronic receipt at multiple electronic

addresses, the multiple electronic addresses including the electronic

address from the prior transaction and one or more new electronic

addresses.

11. The method of claim 5, wherein the electronic address comprises at least one

of an email address for email delivery of the receipt or a telephone number for text

message delivery of the receipt.

12. The method of claim 5, further comprising:

comparing a purchase amount associated with the payment transaction to a

transaction threshold; and



in response to the purchase amount exceeding the transaction threshold,

causing the receipt of the payment transaction to be further transmitted

to one or more payment cardholder names associated with the

payment card, the receipt being transmitted using an associated

electronic address corresponding to the one or more payment

cardholder names.

13. A method comprising:

receiving an indication of a payment transaction between a payer and a

payer, the indication including transaction data associated with the

payment transaction, the transaction data including a payment card

number;

comparing a purchase amount associated with the payment transaction to a

transaction threshold;

determining an electronic address previously associated with the payment

card based on the comparison and a set of past transaction data

having a matching payment card number with the transaction data; and

causing a receipt indicative of the payment transaction to be transmitted to a

payer device associated with the payer at the electronic address

determined.

14. The method of claim 13, wherein the electronic address comprises at least

one of an email address or a mobile phone number.

15. The method of claim 13, wherein determining the electronic address

comprises:

determining, from the set of past transaction data, a particular past transaction

data having a matching payment card name with the transaction data;

extracting from the particular past transaction data a particular electronic

address; and

associating the particular electronic address as the electronic address for

transmitting the receipt.

16. The method of claim 13, wherein determining the electronic address

comprises:

in response to the purchase amount exceeding the transaction threshold:

determining, from the set of past transaction data, a set of cardholders

associated with the matching payment card number; and



identifying a set of electronic addresses associated with the set of

cardholders, wherein the receipt is further transmitted to the set

of cardholders at the set of electronic addresses.

17. A system comprising:

a memory storing computer-executable instructions; and

a processor coupled to the memory, the processor configured by the

instructions to:

receive and store a first payment information and an electronic address

for receipt delivery associated with a first payment card utilized

in a first payment transaction between a user and a first

merchant, the first payment information including a first payment

card number, the electronic address being associated with the

first payment card number;

receive a second payment information associated with a second

payment card utilized in a second payment transaction by the

user, the second payment transaction being conducted between

the user and a second merchant;

determine whether the second payment information have matching

data with the first payment information, the matching data

including a matching payment card number; and

trigger, in response to determination of the matching data, transmission

of a second receipt, indicative of the second payment

transaction with the second merchant, to the user at the

electronic address previously stored in association with the first

payment information.

18. The system of claim 17, wherein the second merchant is at least one of: a

same merchant as the first merchant, or a different merchant from the first merchant.

19. The system of claim 17, wherein the matching data further comprises a

matching account name between the first payment card and the second payment

card.

20. The system of claim 17, wherein the electronic address comprises two or

more additional electronic addresses, and wherein the processor is further

configured to transmit the second receipt to the two or more additional electronic



addresses if a purchase amount associated with the second payment transaction

exceeds a threshold.
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